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Intelligent Entertainment is an indoor entertainment supplier. Founded in 2014, the company gained instant project success
through its owned network of escape rooms “The MindTrap”, conquering Greece and establishing an entertainment trend
in the country. Through The MindTrap, Intelligent Entertainment has created more than 40 different escape room
scenarios, composed 360-entertainment experiences, presented escape rooms with live performances by actors, applied
advanced and groundbreaking effects and technologies.
At the crack of the decade, the company has expanded its production circle in the European market. Aside from escape
rooms, Intelligent Entertainment is the creator of Agent Factory, which is a groundbreaking indoor entertainment center,
and The MindGolf, a series of themed mini-golf courses run through operations software.
During 2020/2021, and despite the pandemic, the company delivered more than 30 escape rooms in various locations of
Germany & Switzerland, as well as its very first Agent Factory project in Brussels. At the same time, the first MindGolf
venues are set to function in October 2021 in Germany and Greece.

OUR MISSION :
To blend handmade constructions, unique theming, and
interconnected technology in breathtaking entertainment
experiences.
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OUR STORY IN A NUTSHELL

A so-far amazing journey in the world of entertainment.

2014 - Foundation. The company begins its activity with the creation of a 9-room, 600 sq.m. escape venue in Thessaloniki, Greece, called
“The MindTrap”.
2015 - Expansion of Escape Rooms in various locations through the corporate escape rooms franchise, The MindTrap.
2017 – The company is operating escape rooms in 14 The MindTrap locations, peaking its inﬂuence and achieving
valuable experience that will become useful for the future growth.
2018 - Launch of new technologies, such as styrofoam wall decorations, 3D printed elements, CNC and laser cutting constructions.
2019 – Launch of our original escape room Operations Software, a breakthrough product in customer experience and business
management for escape room owners.
2020 – Agent Factory, the second entertainment project of the company, begins in Brussels, Belgium.
2021- The MindGolf, the company’s third entertainment project, begins its development and it is expected to have its ﬁrst presence in
Germany and Greece by October.
2021 – Relocation to a brand-new manufactory space of 2,500 square meters. Production becomes one of the quickest in the industry.
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THE FACTORY AND CONSTRUCTION

We are located in a modern industrial
facility of more that 2,500 square meters.
Our production line includes CNC and
laser cutters, 3D printers, material
processors and large workstations where
our skilled staff operates at.

More than just a workspace, our facilities
guarantee time efficiency whilst keeping
the quality of our game products at high
levels.
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OUR TEAM

is the people that produce high quality entertainment. It is our team, and possibly your team in the future.
A team of carpenters, electrical engineers, software developers, artists, set designers, game writers, graphic
designers, marketers put the company mission into practice, both in our everyday routine at our HQ but also at
the various locations they travel to install our games and train our clients.
Our team members are highly skilled in what they do, but at the same time they have a unique, for the industry
standards, experience in entertainment creation.
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ESCAPE ROOMS
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We create turnkey escape room experiences. From idea to installation, our team has a remarkable experience in
creating fascinating experiences for the audience, resulting in happy owners.
Our philosophy is to create 360º experiences, where the scenery, the lighting and the sound direction are captivating
the players. Our props and theming are all handmade and unique, planned for each specific scenario. In addition, we
stand out from the competition with our original operations software. The automated connection between the game
props and our cloud interface will elevate the hint experience for escape room players, whilst saving up expenses for
owners.
We provide two types of solutions for our customers. We either equip businesses with our room parts and operations
software, or, along with the rooms, deliver The MindTrap, which is our branded business solution - a well-established
escape room brand name in Southeast Europe including a variety of website, booking, sales & marketing solutions.
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BOUTIQUE ESCAPE ROOMS

What we stand out for is the handmade quality with which all of our
props and decoration are being made. From carpenters to painters &
artists, we pay attention that all details are ﬁtting perfectly to the
overall room theme. Being made in hand, our props are tested in all
stages of production for their quality & endurance.
The gameplay of our escape rooms is based on the principle of broad
accessibility. Our escape rooms can be played by a range of age groups
equally without reducing the game experience for anyone. The games
mostly follow a linear-solving progression. No padlocks are used in the
game process, making the experience more impressive. Adding the
auto hint and operations software in the equation results in some
amazing 3rd-generation escape room experiences. Boutique,
well-thought and handmade escape experiences.
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A QUICK PROCESS
Behind our escape rooms is an experienced team of 25 people. Artists, decorators, painters, electricians, constructors, game designers, all work
together to deliver escape rooms with passion, hand work, and of course in a time-eﬃcient manner.
Our industrial space is hosting both the heavy and elegant construction of our products, along with our power equipment such as laser cutters and
3D printers.
The above combination puts us in a position to deliver premium work in as quick as 20 days from agreement.

Immediately upon the
agreement, we begin
constructing the
props & decoration of
your new escape room
order.

We then ship all the
elements to your
destination. This can
be done It can be
done in as early as 20
days!

Our electricians & wall
artists arrive ﬁrst to
shape the room. After
that, our operations
team will come to
install all the game
props & elements.

After extensive
testing, we deliver
you with your new
room!
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O U R E S C A P E R O O M O P E R AT I O N S S O F T WA R E

Running an escape room business can be a demanding challenge. Within a
constantly changing industry, businesses should be able to adapt to recent
technologies and manage to produce the desired proﬁt.
This is why we, at Intelligent Entertainment, have developed a unique operations
software for our escape rooms.
Our multifunctional software, thanks to advanced electronics solutions, always
understands the progress of players and automatically provides hints depending on
the puzzle players are at that moment, through interactive touch screens placed
inside the rooms. Moreover, through our software, business owners can run a series
of special eﬀects, lighting, sounds & music, through an IoT-like environment.
All in all, our software will minimize staﬀ expenses while maintaining customer
experience to excellent levels.
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O P E R AT I O N S O F T WA R E
View of the game master operations software.

All the rooms puzzles are wired,
ending up to our main electrical board.

A friendly operations software is available for game
masters, where they can view the teams progress but
also intervene manually when necessary.

Thanks to the automation board, every time the
team pushes the help button, an audio hint
library generates the appropriate hint,
depending on which puzzle the team is on at this
moment.

Main electrical board.

Our electrical board connects the room elements with
automation boards that regulate the ﬂow of automated
actions, according to the game progress.

View of the game master operations software.
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The MindTrap - Escape Rooms is our partnership project. Found in 2014,
The MindTrap has had 14 venue locations where hundreds of thousands have
experienced our escape games. Joining the MindTrap network will bolster your
business through our immense marketing & sales experience in the industry,
state-of-art campaigns & designs, unique venue identity and of course, an
exquisite website & booking system.
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P R I V I L E G E S O F J O I N I N G T H E M I N D T R A P F A M I LY

Responsive website,
booking system with
ﬁne automation like
gift card production.

Marketing & Sales
guides, products of
our 7-year experience
of running escape
room businesses.

Trademark Sign &
Venue Identity:
Billboards, banners,
outﬁts, decoration.

Oﬄine & digital
marketing material,
crafted on your
speciﬁc needs.

Merchandise items &
designs.

Customer Loyalty &
Auto Hint Software.
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- 3 D D E S I G N S O F S C H O O L O F W I Z A R D S A N D D R A C U L A’ S C A S T L E , A S C R E AT E D F O R

“ESCAPE ROOMS NEUFAHRN MÜNCHEN NORD” IN GERMANY -

Adventure, Prison, Action

Adventure, mystery, crime

How well can you perform while being captive? The high security prison you are being held at, seems a no
way-out place. Can you challenge the wardens, the security and ultimately yourselves to work together and
ﬁnd a way out towards freedom? A brilliant gameplay that requires the best of you in order to succeed!

DURATION
60’

SIZE
30m²

DIFFICULTY
70%

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
90%

AUTOMATIONS
18

RIDDLES
15

TOTAL COST: 28.745€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)

Adventure, Crime, Family

SIZE
25m²

DIFFICULTY
70%

DURATION
60’

SIZE
35m²

DIFFICULTY
80%

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
90%

AUTOMATIONS
14

RIDDLES
16

TOTAL COST: 37.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)

Adventure, Fantasy, Dark

Baker Street, 221b. The notorious detective is not at his house, but he is also nowhere else to be found. The
Metropolitan Police is struggling with a pile of unsolved cases so you, a team of detective prodigies, are
sent to ﬁnd the missing detective. The rumors relate his disappearance with a murder case he was
investigating!

DURATION
60’

The death of the museum director has upset the Police. The most famous cryptologist cannot solve the
mystery by himself. As a result, your teacher has assigned you, his best students, to help her out. Beware
though; your quest to search for the truth might lead you to unexpected paths, hidden worlds and
conspiracies!

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
85%

AUTOMATIONS
10

RIDDLES
12

TOTAL COST: 27.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)

A young boy’s disappearance has disturbed the local community and you have decided to investigate the
case. It takes you no time to realize that supernatural events are taking place right below your feet. A game
between parallel dimensions, secret labs and conspiracy theories in a retrospective scene that will make it
hard for you to return to normality!

DURATION
70’

SIZE
35m²

DIFFICULTY
80%

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
85%

AUTOMATIONS
13

RIDDLES
16

TOTAL COST: 36.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)
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Fantasy, Mystery, Family Friendly

Fantasy, Mystery, Family Friendly
Your quest for adventure has brought you upon a beautiful yet strange wooden box, with marvelous
artwork carved on it, that looks like a vintage board game. Once you start playing with it, you realize that
pure magic is coming out of it, the kind of magic that you will either use to save your lives or it will drag you
inside the game.

DURATION
60’

SIZE
35m²

DIFFICULTY
70%

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
85%

AUTOMATIONS
10

RIDDLES
12

TOTAL COST: 32.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)

SCHOOL
OF
WIZARDS

18

SIZE
30m²

DIFFICULTY
75%

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
85%

AUTOMATIONS
18

RIDDLES
13

TOTAL COST: 35.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)

Adventure, Action, Fantasy

The powers of evil are growing stronger. A brave young magician is seeking for allies for his ultimate battle
against the powerful and demonic wizard. Having just graduated from the School of Wizards, you need to
ﬁnd all the answers hiding in your academy’s halls and equip yourselves for the battle against evil!

SIZE
35m²

DURATION
60’

PIRATE

Adventure, Fantasy, Mystery

DURATION
70’

A secret dimension hiding the Elf Forest and the Rainbow Land is waiting for you. All you need to do is ﬁnd
a way to unlock the secret world and enter a stage full of dreamy scenes but also dangerous encounters. Try
to get the secret recipe and come back before you get trapped in that dimension forever!

DIFFICULTY
75%

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
95%

AUTOMATIONS
18

RIDDLES
15

TOTAL COST: 40.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)

The legendary Captain Blackbeard has plundered numerous ships, arrested many slaves and collected
uncountable expensive jewelry. The day has come that his bad luck made him lose all his crew in a sea
battle. Only one member of the crew, One-eyed Jack and you, a team of captured slaves, are the ones who
survived. To stay alive, you have to ﬁnd the secret cave where Captain Blackbeard hides the items !

DURATION
70’

SIZE
35m²

DIFFICULTY
70%

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
90%

AUTOMATIONS
16

RIDDLES
14

TOTAL COST: 34.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)

Adventure, Action

Adventure, Fantasy, Dark, Mystery

The Great Pharaoh’s pyramid is a true legend rumbling through the centuries. The ancient papyrus that you
found shows the pyramid's location. Is it true? Will you manage to ﬁnd what has been lying buried under the
desert sand? Travel yourselves in an ancient Egyptian pyramid where crypts, riddles and traps all work to
keep you away from exposing the big secret.

DURATION
70’

SIZE
35m²

DIFFICULTY
75%

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
95%

AUTOMATIONS
18

RIDDLES
15

TOTAL COST: 37.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)

Adventure, Fantasy, Mystery

SIZE
30m²

DIFFICULTY
70%

DURATION
60’

SIZE
35m²

DIFFICULTY
70%

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
95%

AUTOMATIONS
11

RIDDLES
13

TOTAL COST: 35.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)

Adventure, Action, Family Friendly

King Idiron’s castle is in danger. Right in the Middle-ages, in a vast land of forests, mountains and castles, an
attack from the evil lord Brautul has begun. An army of Ordrots, humanlike monsters has prevailed until
Idiron’s castle. While the attack is on, you need to ﬁnd the holy relic that is hidden in the castle and use it to
destroy the army of Ordrots.

DURATION
60’

Your visit to Transylvania, as part of a real-estate agency mission, will turn out bad. A visit to the abandoned
castle of a monarch of the past, will get you trapped by evil powers in a medieval castle with spirits, voices
and evil souls wandering around you. Your missions are to protect yourselves while wandering around the
castle, ﬁnd Count Dracula’s coﬃn and exterminate him before darkness comes!

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
90%

AUTOMATIONS
14

RIDDLES
12

TOTAL COST: 36.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)

Assemble the notes of the famous archeologist and begin a quest for a great discovery. The ancient Indian
temple is hidden inside the wild jungle. Old traps are blocking the world to enter and explore its secrets. In
this quest, you become true adventurers of the jungle in an unforgettable stage for all ages!

DURATION
60’

SIZE
35m²

DIFFICULTY
70%

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
95%

AUTOMATIONS
14

RIDDLES
16

TOTAL COST: 36.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)
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SILENCEOFDEAD

Action, Spooky, Horror, Mystery

Adventure, Spooky, Horror, Dark

A house, where a weird family once used to live in, has been abandoned for a long time. All the furniture
and decoration seem to be untouched, just like back them. Your decision to enter the house and search for
valuables is not a wise one. Mary’s spirit is haunting the house. Challenge your worst fears and break the
evil curse! Can you remain silent and deal with it?

DURATION
60’

SIZE
35m²

DIFFICULTY
75%

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
95%

AUTOMATIONS
12

RIDDLES
16

TOTAL COST: 36.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)

Horror, Dark, Mystery
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SIZE
35m²

DURATION
60’

SIZE
35m²

DIFFICULTY
80%

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
90%

AUTOMATIONS
13

RIDDLES
11

TOTAL COST: 35.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)

Horror, Spooky, Dark, Action

The abandoned mansion you have decided to explore with your friends has a horrible secret. The house is
possessed by the demonic spirit of a girl that died there 70 years ago. Can you encounter her evil spirit? A
breathtaking dark scenery and clever puzzles consist of a ﬁne horror escape experience!

DURATION
60’

You have been abducted and held in a place where blood, dirt and grease are covering everything. Before
you even realize your situation, you get informed by the maniac who captured you, that he is about to
slowly perform the most brutal acts of torture to you and your friends. Can you remain calm and ﬁght your
way out of a living hell?

DIFFICULTY
85%

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
80%

AUTOMATIONS
18

RIDDLES
15

TOTAL COST: 34.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)

An experience above any expectation! A whole city haunted by an evil curse. Your team must wander
around the ruins of the city, deal with all the spirits that haunt the place and break the curse while leaving
the ruins unharmed! Breathtaking scenery and the best horror special eﬀects will leave you breathless.

DURATION
90’

SIZE
50m²

DIFFICULTY
80%

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
90%

AUTOMATIONS
15

RIDDLES
14

TOTAL COST: 45.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)

the

Precious

ring

Adventure, Fantasy, Mystery, Action

Adventure, Fantasy, Dark, Mystery

Earth is in Danger. The servants of the Dark Lord are getting closer to ﬁnd the secret artefact that will
unlock the doom of mankind. You need to engage yourselves on a from an old hiding place towards a
massive volcano, in order to destroy the evil lord’s chances of revival. An epic adventure!

DURATION
60’

SIZE
35m²

DIFFICULTY
70%

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
85%

AUTOMATIONS
14

RIDDLES
13

TOTAL COST: 37.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)

PUB
DIFFICULTY
70%

SIZE
35m²

DIFFICULTY
70%

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
85%

AUTOMATIONS
11

RIDDLES
13

TOTAL COST: 36.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)

Adventure, Fantasy, Mystery

Adventure, Fantasy, Dark, Mystery
Your friend’s bachelor party was a blast. Though you had a great time, it is hard to recollect all the
memories of how your night-out ended. On top of that, you notice that your friend is missing. All the clues
you gathered lead you to a small mysterious bar where it looks like you ended up your night there. Prepare
to be drawn by this bar’s atmospehre and drinking policy. Are you willing to party hard again in order to
bring your friend back?

SIZE
35m²

DURATION
60’

GATES
OFATLANTIS

the

DURATION
60’

Your journey to the arabian desert brings you at the gates of a secret palace. Your mission to ﬁnd Aladdin’s
lost genie lamp is closer than ever. What sort of secrets are hiding inside the palace? How far would you go
to grant your three wishes? This escape game brings all the charming oriental elements to life and ensures
that you will enjoy the theme and the special eﬀects more than any other game!

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
85%

AUTOMATIONS
11

RIDDLES
13

TOTAL COST: 37.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)

You are part of a secret archaeologist group and some mystical documents indicating the position of the
lost city of Atlantis is at your hands. While you dive there and reach the sunken outer gates of the city, you
realize that the myth has been true: Poseidon has cursed the city because the people became arrogant and
stole his trident.

DURATION
60’

SIZE
35m²

DIFFICULTY
70%

CAPACITY
2-6 pers

THEME
85%

AUTOMATIONS
11

RIDDLES
13

TOTAL COST: 37.345€
(+6.000€ OPTIONAL EXTRAS)
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W H AT Y O U G E T

All we need is a ﬂoorplan of your venue. We will design the result, create the props and install it for you at your space.

Our standard solution in simple words: We conceptualize, create the escape rooms and install them to your space. Before we
arrive to your venue, you should prepare the space according to the plans delivered by us. The escape rooms will be operating
under your business trademark.

STA N DA R D

PROPS,
CONSTRUCTIONS,
&SCENERY

> Special Game Constructions
(primarily made of wood &
metal)
> Themed Wall Scenery of
styrofoam & other artistic
features (On Demand).
> Decoration & Furniture
Spare Parts

S O F T WA R E
&ELECTRONICS

> Operations Software
Electronic Props & Eﬀects
(all electronic components
and wiring used bear the CE
marking)
> Sophisticated electrical
panel box for the game
automations & software
integration

*Door-to-door Shipping is excluded from the room price. You will be
presented with the shipping cost upon a formal oﬀer, subject to your
location.

I N STA L L M E N T
&SERVICES

D O C U M E N TAT I O N

> Props installation by our
team.

> Original Game Scenario

> Operations Team
Transport &
Accommodation.
> Six-month replacement
guarantee for all game
props.
> Staﬀ Training on
gameplay & software
operation.

> Rooms Installation
2D/3D Venue Designs,
ﬂoorplans & Electrical Plans
Game Documents, Game
Plans, Flow Charts
Puzzle & Riddle Graphic
Designs
> Game Multimedia
(soundtrack, sound library,
visual eﬀects)
> Software Operation
Manuals
> Game, maintenance &
troubleshooting manuals
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W H AT Y O U G E T

All we need is a ﬂoorplan of your venue. We will design the result, create the props and install it for you at your space.

Partnership solution in simple words: In addition with creating & installing the escape rooms (just like with the standard solution), we
deliver you with a ready-to-go branding solution of our escape room brand, The MindTrap.

PA R T N E R S H I P

Trademark sign.
Venue Identity: Staﬀ outﬁts, venue billboards,
signage & interior decoration, Digital printing on PVC tarpaulin (5mm).
Merchandise items, solutions & designs.
Multimedia (photo/video/graphic designs) library for promotional purposes.
Oﬄine Material: Flyer & Catalogue Designs.
TV Screens, Tablets (bearing the CE marking).
2 X Information kiosk for reception hall (or more upon request).
Responsive Website & Online Booking System.
Sales & Marketing plans / guides.

*The MindTrap is our escape room branch venue. Located in 14 venues around Greece, The MindTrap became a unique destination for hundreds of thousands. The MindTrap has given us a prime insight view of the industry, as we are
not only in the position to construct the games; we run them too.
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*Operations & Auto
Hint Software is included
in the room prices!
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SCENARIOS&PRICELIST
ROOM

Sq meters

Number of rooms

Price

Age of Knights

30

3

36.345€

Baker Street

25

2

27.345€

Cursed City

50

5

45.345€

Da Vinci

35

3

37.345€

Dracula's Castle

35

3

35.345€

Evil Mansion

35

3

34.345€

Jigsaw

35

3

35.345€

Pharaoh's Tomb

35

4

37.345€

Prison Break

30

4

28.745€

School of Wizards

35

4

40.345€

Silence of the Dead

35

4

36.345€

Temple of Doom

35

4

36.345€

The Jungle Game

35

2

32.345€

The Lost Kingdom

30

2

35.345€

The Pirate Ship

35

3

34.345€

The Precious Ring

35

4

37.345€

Upside down

35

4

36.345€

The Mysterious Pub

35

2

34.345€

Aladdin & the Genie Lamp

35

2

36.345€

Gates of Atlantis

35

2

37.345€

ESCAPE ROOMS
Additional Expenses

(Up to 2,5m room height)
Additional styrofoam ceilings & columns
190€/m²
Additional themed ﬂoors
100€/m²
Additional ceiling fabrics
80€/m²
Services Expenses
Standard Solution:
No fees. One-oﬀ payment for the escape rooms.
Partnership - The MindTrap Solution:
(minimum of 3 escape rooms)
Entry fee / area exclusivity: 25.000€
Partnership fee: 300€ per room monthly
*An additional shipping fee may occur for non-EU markets.

- INTERIOR OF THE PHARAOH'S TOMB -
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OUR ESCAPE ROOMS WILL REQUIRE SOME
P R E PA R AT I O N S F R O M Y O U P R I O R T O O U R A R R I VA L T O
I N STA L L Y O U R N E W T H E M E D E N T E R TA I N M E N T V E N U E .

• The conﬁguration of the reception and common areas, in accordance with the seller-designer’s suggestions.
• The venue’s electrical equipment, according to our ﬂoor plans and electrical plans ﬁnalized for you.
• The air conditioning and ventilation systems of the venue.
• The ﬁre hazard prevention equipment and extinguishers.
• The conﬁguration of the rooms entrances and exits, windows, ﬂoors and the space’s walls/drywalls construction in general.
• The transportation of waste produced in the course of works carried out, away from the business premises, or the presence of a waste bin outside
the venue for as long our team installs the games to your venue.
• The unloading of the truck containing the delivered material, and the placement of the packages to the ﬂoor installation position.
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PA R T N E R S
SOME OF THE ESCAPE ROOM COMPANIES THAT TRUSTED THEIR VENUE TO US:
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O U R L O C AT I O N S
GERMANY
Ingolstadt

Rostock

Munich - Neufahrn
Kornwestheim
Heilbronn
Mannheim

Solingen

Würzburg

Frechen

Saarlouis

Bonn

Brussels

Neu-Ulm

Darmstadt
Bensheim
Mannheim

Saarlouis
Kornwestheim
Freiburg

Darmstadt

Würzburg

Bensheim
Rostock
Bonn

Heilbronn
Ingolstadt

Neu-Ulm

Solingen
Frechen

Neufahrn

Freiburg

Thessaloniki
Zurich

SWITZERLAND
Zürich - Obfelden

Ioannina
Corfu

Chios
Athens

BELGIUM
Brussels

GREECE
Athens
Thessaloniki
Ioannina

Heraklion

Corfu
Heraklion
Chios
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- INTERIOR OF THE CURSED CITY -
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I E G R O U P. G R / E S C A P E - R O O M S
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ADVENTURE GAMES

GROUP ENTERTAINMENT LIKE NEVER SEEN BEFORE!

2
E s ca p e
Ro o m s
Adve n t u re
G a m e s
M i n i
G o l f
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WHAT IS

?

Agent Factory is a new and groundbreaking
entertainment game for groups of people.
A team will challenge themselves in a
series of interactive tasks that combine
ﬁtness, observation, action & handiness!
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HOW IT IS PLAYED?

1

The players receive their game
wristbands. They will use them
to enter and exit the missions.
When they are outside the
door of an available mission,
they can play!

When the players enter the
room, they choose diﬃculty
and the time begins!

2

The team must try to win in 3-6
minutes. If they succeed, they
can move to a diﬀerent one.
If they fail, they can reset the `
diﬃculty and start again!

3

4

The team can see their
points live in
scoreboard screens and
compete with other
teams for glory!
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HOW IT WORKS?
Agent Factory uses a custom and sophisticated
combination of diverse technologies & software.
A blend of Raspberry Pi, RFID & Arduino with IoT
messaging protocols & operations, displayed on enticing
motion designs and HTML-based software, all serving the
purpose of a breathtaking and always automated game
experience.

Touch screens provide a fun
and reliable User Interface, as
players can operate them
quickly and make decisions, or
get informed real-time,
enhancing the game
experience.

A combination of Raspberry Pi
and Arduino hardware runs the
automation inside the
missions. The RPi
communicates with the
“outside world” to exchange
vital information.

AGENT FIRE, SPIDERS NEST.
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A main server runs the
operations and connects all the
diﬀerent parts, using an
immense yet time-eﬃcient
number of IoT messaging
protocols.

The RFID wristbands can
connect with speciﬁc customer
proﬁles, trigger actions and
hold information regarding the
individual’s performance.

AN INDUSTRIAL VERSION

AGENT FACTORY INDUSTRIAL is a breakthrough version of
entertainment. Staged in a large, uninterrupted space
(warehouse, mall), Agent Factory Industrial has the exact
same gameplay and features with the standard game
version. What makes it diﬀerent is the absence of ceilings
and drywalls, and their replacement with iron bars & nets,
resulting in an open & transparent game arena.
The above characteristics make the Industrial version of
Agent Factory easier to install and move to a diﬀerent location in future, while it is more COVID-safe because of the
space arrangement.

AGENT AIR, LETTER FLOOR
INDUSTRIAL

AGENT AIR, LETTER FLOOR
STANDARD
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SOFTWARE AUTOMATIONS

Inside the game, teams can choose diﬃculty,
see their time remaining,win/lose messages.
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The players can view live leaderboards of their
team, and compete with other teams.

The players can view live leaderboards of
their team, and compete with other
teams.

SOFTWARE AUTOMATIONS
Agent Factory operates with a unique software that takes advantage
of all technical aspects of the game and creates a remarkable
experience & endless possibility for the customer and the owner.
A combination of touch screens with RFID wristbands that the players
wear throughout the game creates an automated and unique
entertainment experience.
On top of that, our software technology creates a vast opportunity
ﬁeld for personalized marketing as all the statistics of the game are
stored in the players’ accounts.

Print your proﬁle
&Game overviews !

The venue admin staﬀ can register players,
see live availability, player proﬁles, manage
payments and even edit mission details
A user-friendly platform that will speed up
your admin process, and even comes in
dark mode!
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UNIQUE LOYALTY PLATFORM & MARKETING

The game missions and the
technology used in Agent
Factory, provide a unique
opportunity for real-time &
personalized marketing.

The players can log in on the
website, view their statistics
and compare their performance
with others in regional & global
leaderboards.
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The players create a personal
account to have access to the
game. The Agent Factory
Software stores their data &
performance.

In addition, The Agent Factory
Loyalty Platform can produce a
series of marketing actions &
oﬀers, tailor-made to each
speciﬁc customer through
milestones like points achieved,
ranking, time played, even
birthdays, creating a
hard-to-ﬁnd chance to create
personalized marketing.

WHY TO CREATE AN AGENT FACTORY

New business idea. Easy
to promote and attract
customers to.

Minimal operational expenses Minimal staﬀ expenses (20
and zero consumables.
rooms missions require 2-3
game masters plus 1
receptionist).

Captivating game play; the
mission diversity results in
age & gender diversity.

Large capacity; 20 missions
can host 70-90 customers at
the same time.

TARGET GROUPS
All genders ages
9 - 60+

Team Building
activities

Kids & birthday
parties
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WHY TO CREATE
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No drywalls and heavy
constructional work for the
owners. No need to work with
3rd and 4th party vendors.

Easy to rearrange the missions
and create new ones, thanks to
the lack of solid walls and the
mobility of iron bars and nets
used. Easy to relocate to
another venue.

Increased social distance,
ventilation & open space,
marking the Agent Factory
Industrial as Covid-safer than
other indoor activities.

100% Turnkey solution. Game
missions, Operations Software
& Loyalty Platform, venue
construction, all in the most
competitive turnkey service
price.

No need for extra costly ﬁre
protection rules; the absence of
drywalls makes the compliance
to health & safety rules easier,
quicker and less budget consuming.

Less consuming ventilation
system. The open wide space
and the absence of small mini
rooms closed behind drywalls
makes the ventilation cheaper
to operate.

Increased venue scenery value.
The visitors will become a part
of a wide and captivating
industrial theme. The
transparency of the missions
will build up the excitement to
play more.

The iron bars and nets instead
of closed drywalls costs less
and is created by us. The
ventilation system, ﬁre policy
are also cost and time eﬀective.
That’s why Agent Factory
Industrial is a lucrative solution
for your venue!

AGENT WATER - SPACE JAM
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THE GAME

The Agent Factory missions are divided in four categories, according to
the game genre the teams will ﬁnd in each.

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

The symbol of ﬁre is associated
with energy, activity & strength.
So are the Fire Missions at the
Maze; The teams will stretch
their physical limits to the max!
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Air is identiﬁed as the symbol
of intelligence. The players will
surely need plenty of air in
order to think right and act
properly while playing the brain
& intelligence missions of The
Maze.

A symbol related with
ﬂexibility. This missions
category at The Maze will
require the best out of their
skills, handiness and accuracy
from players!

Our earth missions are under
completion and they will be
available soon, combining
elements from the above types
of games, in some extra-fun
and spacious missions that will
be considered as masterpieces
of entertainment!

EVEREST

FUN IN THE BARN

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m²

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m²

How good of a climber are you? This
mission requires the best of your
climbing skills as you will need to
conquer
various
micro-summits
within a very short time!

A multidimensional mission that
requires skills, physicality and team
coordination! Two players must cycle
as fast as they can to power up the
available canons. When ready, the
rest of the players must use the
cannons to hit all the available
targets on this old-fashioned barn!

FIGHT FOR YOUR RIDE

MAD MAX

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m²

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m²

Have a seat at our ride! Don't get too
comfortable though, as you will need
to guide your seat around the
obstacles with a rope and reach the
other end.

Move towards the other end of the
room by hanging on the large truck
wheels mounted on the wall, while
avoiding touching the ground. Your
Spiderman skills will get you
through!
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THE FACTORY

ACROBALANCE

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m²

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m²

A scenery that resembles an old
factory that you must escape by all
means. Balance on spinning wheels,
avoid being thrown down by rotating
trunks and win the industrial ﬁtness
challenge!

Hop on this beam and make sure you
will not fall! The beam can literally
get you anywhere inside the room so
patience and precision in movement
will certainly get you to the right
end.

SPIDERS NEST

SUCKER PUNCH

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 24m²

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 24m²

Could you walk through a gigantic
spider web? In this mission, you will
need to balance without falling
down, while walking through
countless of tight ropes that look
and feel like a spider’s web! You
won’t have much time to think here.
Just go through the ropes and make
sure to avoid obstacles as well as
falling down. The uphill way towards
victory will be waiting for you.

Move through the other end of a
narrow surface. It sounds easy, right?
What if this surface was next to a
wall where boxing gloves are
randomly punching their way out?
Your only help is the grips on the
wall. A must-play adventure!

THE JUGGLER

BUBBLE BOBBLE

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m²

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 25m²

Jump around barrels and platforms
like a professional juggler. It sounds
easy until you know that the
platforms are moving and the barrel
is spinning!

Jump in a pool full of kindergarten
balls and ﬁnd all the secret buttons
covered by the immense number of
the balls. Then, push the buttons
together and achieve victory!

JUST DO IT

POLE DANCING

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 25m²

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 18m²

Cross the mission area without
touching the ﬂoor. All your hope to
succeed is some small trenches and
rails to step on and move towards the
other end. While it sounds
manageable, you should know that
your main obstacle is a network of
ropes placed around the area like a
spider nest, blocking the free
movement towards victory!

How fast can you climb up a pole?
This mission requires you to keep
climbing poles and press the buttons
lighting.
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LETTER FLOOR

A MAZE

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 25m²

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m²

A ﬂoor full of letter tiles. Follow the
instructions on the screen and create
the correct words by stepping on the
correct letters each time. This
Twister-alike game will excite groups
of people and provide guaranteed
fun!

You will need to deal with a massive
labyrinth here. It requires good
observation, quick decisions but
above all good teamwork as you will
all have to deal with this labyrinth to
get it done within the time!

GRAND PIANO

LIGHTS ON

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 24m²

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m²

This musical objective will excite you.
Follow the notes you hear from the
speakers, and push the buttons that
play the same note in the exact order
you hear them.

So many buttons, so little time! If you
want to solve this riddle, you need to
keep track of your steps, observe the
travel of the light for each button
you push, until you are sure that the
combination you need is the right
one.

SPIN THE WHEEL

REFLECTIONS

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m²

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 20m²

Don’t get discouraged when you ﬁrst
have a look at the wheels. All you
need to do is follow the track of
logic, begin rotating them in the
right direction and something
amazing will happen!

Follow the laser light trail, use
reﬂectors to guide the light towards
the right spot. Be careful though, as
one wrong decision might lead the
laser line on a wrong spot and ruin
your progress!

THE JOKER

FIND THE DIFFERENCE

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m²

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m²

This mission requires the maximum
of your observational skills. Look at
the torn cards and ﬁgure out which
one is their other half. Time runs fast
so you don’t have the privilege of
looking at them for a long time.

This mission will require the most of
your observational skills! Compare
all the diﬀerences between the
images shown on the two screens.
How well can you perform under the
time pressure?
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RED OR BLUE
Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m²
Can you remember a sequence of 4
red and blue particles? How about
another one? How about a third one,
showing up after 2 seconds? What if
you had a fourth one coming right
after? That’s right, in Red or Blue you
need to have excellent memory skills
and apply them within the time
constraints to help your team
succeed!

THE MINEFIELD
Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 18m²
How would you react if you had to
cross a mineﬁeld? Would you panic
and start running or would you relax
and make sure you would take the
right step each time? Hopefully you
will take the second choice, only
don’t take it too long as time is
counting down!
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SPACE JAM

PITCHER

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m²

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m²

This mission will take you for a ride in
a space themed place, where you will
need to throw tennis balls through
the hole targets on moving and
spinning planets!

You will become a pitcher throwing
baseball balls in this mission. Only
you will not be standing on a
comfortable baseline, but on a
moving beam!

LASER DANCE

LABYRINTH

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 18m²

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m²

If you ever wanted to play in a ﬁlm
like Mission Impossible, now is your
chance! Avoid all the laser lines of
the maze and reach the other end
without triggering the alarm.

This labyrinth is hanging from the
ceiling, and requires all team
members to guide it physically until
the ball inside ﬁnds its target!
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GOLF COURSE

GOAL

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 24m²

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 20m²

Get the most of your inner Tiger
Woods out! This mini-golf mission
will surely entertain you!

Your team is behind the scoreline and
the time is short. Begin your counter
attack and score as many goals as
possible to become the next football
champion!

FILL THE GAP

ALLEY OOPS

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m²

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m²

Grab as many tennis balls as possible
and ﬁll the holes around you. If all of
your team manages to ﬁll in the right
amount of balls, then the mission will
be accomplished. Only if you are too
quick of course!

Time to become a true NBA champ!
Score as many hoops as you can
within the time limit. Your
buzzer-beater may be the one to give
you the victory!
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SABER FIGHTS

WRECK IT

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 18m²

Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 20m²

You and your friends with swords at
your hands. Moving targets. And a
fence right in the middle. It is crystal
clear that this super-fun mission will
give you the chance to ﬁght like a
knight and exterminate your rivals!

Try to pass around a large ball and hit
all the targets, while you keep
standing on small beams without
falling down. This mission is the
epitome of group entertainment!

THE CATAPULTS
Skills:
Fitness:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 20m²
This mission is a time-travel back in
the Middle-Ages! Use the catapults
and hit the barrels at the other end
of this castle-like mission. Only the
chosen ones can hit all the targets
and win!
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WHAT YOU GET?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BASIC

Installation
SOLUTION
Staﬀ Transport & Accommodation
Game Props & Room Missions Constructions
Unique Game Software & Cloud Automations
Electronic Constructions & Compartments of the Game (Sensors, Activators etc)
RFID Hardware
CCTV & Computer Hardware
Scenery Design, Decoration & Digital Prints/Wallpapers
Stories & Gameplays of the rooms
Rearrangement checklist of rooms
Game Multimedia (soundtrack, sound library, visual eﬀects)
Software Operation Manuals
4 x Registration kiosks for the reception hall
Reusable silicone rubber RFID wristbands for the players.

EXTRA MATERIAL

*Door-to-door Shipping is excluded from the price. You will be presented with the shipping cost upon a
formal oﬀer, subject to your location.

PARTNERSHIP
SOLUTION

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Venue iron bars, nets and doors.
• MDF-made cubes for sealed missions, including
surrounding art.
• Electricity Installation (we only require a high/main
electricity panel).

Trademark sign
Customer Loyalty Reward Platform & Software
Responsive Website & Online Booking System
Sales & Marketing plans / guides.
Venue Identity: Staﬀ outﬁts, venue billboards & interior decoration, Digital printing
Merchandise items, solutions & designs
Multimedia (photo/video/graphic designs) library for promotional purposes
Oﬄine Material: Flyer & Catalogue Designs
*The deliverables include 1-year support & guarantee.
*All electronic devices, compartments & items bear the appropriate CE Marking and are constructed and applied under all the relevant EU standards.
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PRICELIST
BASIC
SOLUTION

PARTNERSHIP
SOLUTION

STANDARD GAME VERSION

INDUSTRIAL GAME VERSION

Price: 15,000€/Mission

Price: 17,500€/Mission

Socket Price: 50,000€
Example: 20-missions venue will stand at 350,000€

Socket Price: 100,000€
Example: 20-missions venue will stand at 450,000€

Price: 12,500€/Mission

Price: 15,000€/Mission

Socket Price: 50,000€
Agent Factory License Free : 0,50€ Annually.
Example: 20-missions venue will stand at 300,000€

Socket Price: 100,000€
Agent Factory License Free : 0,50€ Annually.
Example: 20-missions venue will stand at 400,000€

* Minimum missions per project: 10
For the Basic Solutions, the Support Fee stands at 500€ per mission annually. For Partnership Solutions, the Support Fee stands at 200€ per mission annually.
Additional shipping costs may occur for markets outside the EU.
The basic solution covers the game missions and the Operations Software. The Agent Factory solution provides you with the full software version, including the Loyalty Platform,
as well as the trademark sign, venue billboards, marketing solutions and others, as listed on the previous page.
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COMMITMENTS

Our Agent Factory Missions will require some preparations from you,
prior to our arrival to install your new entertainment center:

• The conﬁguration of the reception and common areas, in accordance with our suggestions.
• The supply of the main/high electricity panel of the space.
• The venue’s air conditioning & ventilation system.
• The drywalls of the venue, according to the plans (for the Standard Agent Factory game version).
• The installation of ﬁre security & venue exit doors / ﬁre & safety.
• The painting/conﬁguration of the main surrounding walls, if desired.
• The transportation of the game props and the iron bars parts, from the loaded truck to the exact indoor construction location.
• the transportation of waste/debris from the business premises, or the presence of a waste bin outside the venue for as long our team installs the games to your venue.
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CASE STUDY
The ﬁrst Agent Factory implementation took place in Brussels, Belgium for the creation of a 11-mission
game. The result rewarded us with experience and pride.
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Putt your mind into the fun!

3
MINI GOLF

what is

?

The MindGolf is an exclusive mini golf venue concept, designed to create
unique experiences for a wide range of diﬀerent people groups.
The viewpoint of the project is to combine outstanding themed courses with
touch screen game interfaces. The mixture of diﬀerent themes, diﬃculties
and tastes is destined to satisfy both ﬁrst-timers and golf enthusiasts. At the
same time, the smooth and exquisite touch screens enhance the customer
experience, allowing them to better understand, compete and enjoy the
game. No more stacks of scoreboard papers!
The MindGolf is a 360-entertainment experience. It is developed to entertain
a variety of ages and become the destination for various group events like
birthday parties or team building activities. All that, with the guarantee and
support of Intelligent Entertainment, a company with the vision, the ability
and experience to shape your dream entertainment venue.
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The MindGolf is an entertainment
venue designed to
create unique experiences for a
wide range of diﬀerent
people groups.

How is it played?

The players wear an RFID wristband. They
will use it to enable the courses, activate
the touch screens and keep track of their
game.

They choose a course to play & interact
with the touchscreen to begin. The course
availability is automatically shown on the
screens.

Throughout the game, they use the
touchscreen to save their scores & view
the leaderboard.
Once they finish playing in a course,
they can move to a different one and
repeat the process. The software
records their game time and results.
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the software
The MindGolf comes with a
sophisticated HTML software
that runs both the game and the
administration.
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The customers can enjoy the leaderboard fun, the competition,
the registration of scores and the overall game
experience with just one 4-digit code.
No more stacks of papers and handwriting down of the scores!

the software

The reception can use a light, quick and resourceful
backend version of the software,
deal with payments, prepaid time, and customers.
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the courses

clown strike

Drive the ball through the bowling
pins and right up the scary
clown’s mouth!
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monopoly

You either become a mini golf tycoon
or go to jail!

beer pong

There’s only one corect hole
inside these buckets!

the courses

tic tac toe

This tic-tac-toe game shouldn’t
finish with an X, nor an O, but
with a pitch perfect putt!

checkmate
Measure your options well and
lead the ball around the 3D
chess table!

texas hold’em
There is only one winning card
here, as well as one winning
hole!
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the courses

roulette

Gambling won’t be enough to
reach the right hole. Your best
skills are essential!
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pirate ship
Send the ball past the many
obstacles and win the pirate treasure!

duck hunt
Patience & accuracy will help
you launch the ball like a proper
hunter!

the courses

pac man
Help Ms Pac Man lead the ball
to the correct hole. Be careful,
any mistake could lead you
back to start!

putt of thrones

bongo drums

Your target: The Golf Throne.
Your mission: To rule the 7
Golf Kingdoms!

Make the ball engage in a proper
drumming solo, hitting all the
drum parts before hitting the
hole!
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the courses

ace pinball
Accuracy and right timing will
help you succeed here. Just like a
pinball arcade needs!
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tree trunks
There’s only one corect hole
inside these buckets!

hot wheels
Hit the ball like a hot wheel
car; the stronger, the better!

the courses

crazy land
One strong & crazy shot might
actually be what it takes for you
to win in this crazy land!

teejump
While it looks impossible at
first glance, one strong and
skillful putt is what it takes to
win!

billiard putt
Drive the ball through the cue
and balls obstacles, and become
mini golf’s Ronnie O’ Sullivan!
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the mindgolf, mannheim, germany.
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why mini golf?
All age groups
Year-long activity
Fun to run
Large proﬁt margins
Cheap equipment
almost zero consumable

Cheap operational expenses
game itself need 1-2 people to run

Aside from the above benefits, choosing the MindGolf will
expand your venue to a brand-new perspective of mini golf
entertainment. The enhanced theming of the courses, inspired
by popular culture, ensures the customers’ entertainment. The
software solution simplifies the game for the players, keeps
them less time in front of the courses, while boosts the staff
performance, resulting in better time management and
further profit.
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clown strike
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what you get?

We design your venue &
propose its structure and
appearance.

Once approved, we
immediately begin
the construction of
the courses and then
ship them to your
destination.

Our experienced
crew arrives at the
venue to install the
courses and train
your staff to all the
game elements.

Your MindGolf
Software is created,
and you are given
extensive training in
its use and potential.

*Door-to-door Shipping is excluded from the courses price. You
will be presented with the shipping cost upon a formal offer,
subject to your location.

Fully themed, carpeted & operational mini golf courses.
Game parts, such as putts/balls and reusable silicon RFID wristbands.
LCD touchscreens and reception PC.

key
deliverables

Touch screens UI and Operations Software.
State-of-art electrical automations panel.
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pricelist
Pirate’s Ship
Checkmate
Teejump
Putt of Thrones
Loop Shot
Hot Wheels
Duck Hunt
The Roulette
Get in the Car
The Tree Trunks
Clown Strike
Highscore Avenue
Ace Pinball
Tic Tac Toe
Pharaoh’s Tomb
Beer Pong
Billiard Putt
Pac Man
Monopoly
Bongo Drums
Texas Hold ‘em
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8,250€ per Course
Socket Price: 30,000€
Minimum Venue: 9 Courses
Example of 18-courses venue: 178,500€
Additional Fees: 1,000€ Annual License

your commitments
OUR MINIATURE GOLF COURSES WILL REQUIRE SOME PREPARATIONS
FROM YOU PRIOR TO OUR ARRIVAL TO INSTALL YOUR NEW ENTERTAINMENT VENUE.

More speciﬁcally:
• The painting of the reception and common areas, in accordance with the seller-designer’s suggestions.
• The venue’s electrical equipment, according to our ﬂoor plans and electrical plans ﬁnalized for you.
• The installation of shared space’s carpets.
• The main bar equipment, renewables, beverages & food supply
• The air conditioning and ventilation systems of the venue.
• The ﬁre hazard prevention equipment and extinguishers.
• The conﬁguration of the room entrances and exits, windows, ﬂoors and the space’s walls/drywalls construction in general.
• the transportation of waste/debris from the business premises, or the presence of a waste bin outside the venue for as long
our team installs the games to your venue.
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themindgolf.com

THANK YOU
iegroup.gr

Elaionon Street, 54628
Thessaloniki,Greece
T: +302310254438 / +30 6937 366868
iegroup.gr | info@iegroup.gr
PROUD MEMBER OF

